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FIRST WORD
Expectations on a high
Whether equity markets soar further, or drop precipitously,
should be a gamble for fund trustees to avoid.

T

he cover story in this TT edition is provoked
by a graph that appeared in the last. Updated,
as here, it’s no less worrisome. It offers pause
for thought on what if, or when, the jaws of the
crocodile eventually close.
It also begs cause for action, specifically from pensionfund trustees. They stand to be tested on two fronts:
first, on whether (and, if so, how) the value of their funds’
portfolios can best evade sudden diminution; second, on
whether there’s efficacy in the role proposed for them by
National Treasury to offer members advice on investment
options (see box).
Inevitably, crocodile jaws do close and usually with
a snap. As Glenn Silverman of Investment Solutions has
argued, the gap between the graph’s trend lines cannot
be sustained (TT March-May). They indicate either that
the markets are anticipating a rapid pick-up in worldwide
economic recovery or a severe fall in share prices. Which
is it to be?
To guess is pointless. To watch for risk/reward
imbalances is essential. Were bull markets to morph
into bear, trustees won’t relish the reaction from fund
members accustomed to neat increases in their annual
benefit statements.
Retail investors are told often enough not to time
the markets. Trustees who don’t know that the best

protection is asset diversification shouldn’t be trustees.
But a critical problem is in the here and now. It applies
particularly to fund members approaching retirement
who cannot take the chance that the termination of their
days as salary earners coincides with a collapse in the
capital values of their various portfolios.
Painful memories of those hammered by the 2008-09
financial crisis remain fresh. Praying that it won’t happen
again is insufficient. The big international banks, held
primarily responsible for the systemic chaos, are still too
big to be allowed to fail. Some have continued to behave
badly, evidenced by the fines imposed on them for
market abuse and manipulation.
Then too there’s the recent observation by an FT
commentator. The market for structured products,
such as collateralised debt obligations that triggered
the last crisis, is again booming. Also, he finds, credit
underwriting standards for loans have dropped back to
pre-2008 conditions. “Auto and student loans may be the
new subprime”, he warns. If this analysis is even nearly
correct, it’s chilling.
SA equity markets – where larger companies have
diversified their earnings bases offshore, so providing
automatic hedges against rand weakness – are inclined to
march in lockstep with world bourses. Asset prices have
been buoyed by oodles of cheap money, and nobody can
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time, lacklustre economic prospects permeate western
economies. In the US, which leads the way, artificial
stimulation of share prices by share buybacks has
disguised earnings weakness.
There are few positives to counterbalance the
negatives. The once-vaunted BRIC(S) have themselves
turned into a mixed bag of troubled (Brazil, Russia) and
moderated fortune (India, China).
SA has its own growth constraints, like electricity,
unnecessary to itemise. Heaven forbid that they’re
compounded by a downgrade to junk rating of sovereign
debt, sparking foreigners’ flight from capital markets and
soaring interest rates. But an investor’s glimmer is in the
huge need for African infrastructure, an asset class on
its own, provided there’s a sufficiently large pipeline of
long-term deals offering secure long-term returns that SA
institutions can comfortably access.
Caution calls. Take a leaf from what a leader of the local
savings industry is doing with his own money. Johan van
Zyl, due to retire as Sanlam chief executive, has collared
the value of his Sanlam shares. Since their rapid climb to
almost R80, he’s sacrificing the potential upside from above
R86 by protecting the downside from below R65.
Perhaps pension funds should start to think
similarly.
n

fully anticipate the consequences once quantitative easing
(central banks’ money printing) gives way to higher
interest rates.
In April, the Global Financial Stability Report of
the IMF advised that risks have risen worldwide. It
contends that a sudden rise of 100 basis points in US
Treasury yields is “quite conceivable” and that “shifts of
this magnitude can generate negative shocks globally,
especially in emerging-market economies”.
On top of this is a geopolitical environment that
looks more dangerous than it has in decades. At the same

Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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TaxReform

Tax changes to group Income
Protection/Disability policies
From 1 March 2015, a number of changes to the Income Tax Act came into effect and
include changes to Income Disability policies, also known as Permanent Health Insurance
(PHI), Income Replacement Benefits (IRB) or Income Protection Plans (IPP). An income
disability benefit (paid from an IPP or PHI policy) provides income replacement to members
who become disabled and can no longer work, provided the member meets the definition of
being disabled.
Before 1 March 2015

After 1 March 2015

DEDUCTIBILITY OF PREMIUMS

Employee

• Employer-paid income protection premiums
are included in the employees gross income as a
fringe benefit
• The above premiums are deductible in the hands
of the employee (section 11(a) read with section
23(m) of the Income Tax Act

• Employer-paid income protection premiums will
continue to be taxed as fringe benefits
• The premiums will no longer be deductible in the
hands of the employee
• The employee will effectively be taxed on the
value of the fringe benefit

Employer

• Employers may claim a deduction for premiums
paid on behalf of the employee, provided the
premium is included in the employees gross
income as fringe benefit (section 11(w) of the
Income Tax Act)

• No change

PAYMENT OF INCOME DISABILITY BENEFIT
All benefits paid from such policies are taxable

Employee

Benefits paid out from such policies will be tax free

For example, a member earning R20, 000 has a
For example, the same member with a benefit of
benefit of R15, 000. The member pays R1,670 tax on R15,000 will pay no tax, resulting in a net benefit of
the benefit, resulting in a net benefit of R13, 329.
R15,000

Liberty Corporate views PHI/IPP as critical cover to have in place since the risk of becoming
disabled is a real one.
This product remains relevant even though employees are no longer entitled to tax relief on
the premiums. Because Group policies cover a range of members with differing incomes, cover
needs and individual circumstances, it is important for employers to review the appropriateness
of the current cover after these changes.
Employers and their employees are encouraged to seek financial advice from qualified experts
on tax and other matters in light of the evolving tax and legislative environment.

TaxReform

Many employers have taken out a disability income benefit for their employees. These tax changes have direct
impact on employers, employees and payroll providers. SARS must still release its final Business Requirements
Specification (BRS) which will reflect the changes in the tax codes that apply to this product.
The tax code information below is based on the draft BRS issued by SARS:
How does this affect employers’ payroll systems and processes from 2016 year of assessment
(which begins on 1 March 2015)?
• Employer payrolls and tax certificates issued for the 2015/2016 tax year will have to be updated to reflect the
changes
• The payroll system must still reflect the fringe benefit tax on the premiums in the hands of the employee but
should no longer have the corresponding tax deduction (section 11(a) of the Income Tax Act)
• If an employer is paying for the IPP contribution, the employer must raise a fringe benefit under code 3801.
• The corresponding ‘deduction’ is removed so code 4018 is no longer applicable.
• If an employer is receiving a monthly annuity for a staff member who is disabled, tax must no longer be
deducted from the monthly annuity and the entire gross benefit must be paid to the disabled member.
• The employer will issue that benefit under code 3602, and this will be included in the code 3696 (gross
non-taxable income)
How does this impact the employer’s ability to claim a tax deduction?
As long as the employer includes the premium in the employee’s gross income as a fringe benefit it may claim a
deduction for premiums paid on behalf of the employee, in terms of section 11(w) of the Income Tax Act.
What is the impact on employees?
Employees are no longer in a tax neutral position
with their disability income premium as they
are no longer allowed to claim the tax back. This
may affect their take-home pay. For the majority
of taxpaying employees, the impact of this tax
change will be negligible.
Employees who are receiving a monthly disability
annuity income will no longer be required to pay
tax on their benefits and this may result in an
increase to their net benefits. Even though these
disabled members will not be subject to tax on
assessment, they should still include the IT3(a) tax
certificate in their annual tax return for disclosure
purposes.

For more information, visit www.libertycorporate.co.za

Head: Risk Product Development - Malusi Ndlovu
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BLACK SHAREOWNERSHIP

No room for compromise
Scrap looms over the proportion of shares in JSE-listed companies
that black South Africans really own. Zuma’s stance is misplaced.

I

t’s pointless for the JSE to keep
of their holdings in mandated investments,
pussyfooting around with two sets of
inclusive of pension funds in the public sector,
“research” – only one of which deserves
than through BEE structures. Shareholders
the appellation – on the number of black
were determined by economic interest i.e. the
South Africans invested in the local bourse.
right to receive dividends, irrespective of how.
There’s the independent research headed by
The AP research had been commissioned
Trevor Chandler of Alternative Prosperity
by the JSE. It set out to measure, conclusively
(AP), which bears the hallmarks of reliable
and credibly, the extent of transformation
interrogation, and something else by the
in shareholdings. In proudly announcing
National Empowerment Fund (NEF), which
the findings, JSE chief executive Nicky
doesn’t.
Newton King could scarcely have anticipated
Newton King . . .
Both cannot be correct in their
government’s response. Within a matter of
dig in heels
conclusions because the differences between
days, President Jacob Zuma himself bounced
them are vast. Either black South Africans own at least
back to contradict them by producing and endorsing the
23% of the JSE’s top 100 listed companies; probably closer
NEF conclusions.
to 30% once analysis is completed on some outstanding
The guardians of political correctness mustn’t
share registers, and perhaps more like 40% of available
be fooled. A person is or isn’t a shareholder. The
shares after foreign investors are excluded (according to
determinants of fact, not interpretation, are whether
AP). Or they own 3% (according to the NEF).
that person is entitled directly or indirectly to vote at
The debate defies an academic nit-pick through
shareholder meetings of the investee company and
diverse methodologies equally robust. The stakes,
to receive dividends from it. Irrelevant is the vehicle
in endorsing the one side or the other, are high and
through which shares are held. The only differences
immediate. With government flopping this way and that
between direct and indirect shareholders are procedural.
on what it wants black economic empowerment to mean,
So either the economic interest of black people
it gets to the root of BEE’s future shape with profound
through mandated investments should be included (as
impacts on corporate governance. For mandated
per AP), or they shouldn’t (as per NEF). Only one of
investments, specifically pension funds that have millions
them can be right. There’s no halfway house.
of members, the outcome can also determine whether
The AP approach is consistent with realities of
their shareholdings are at risk of further dilution.
modern-day share ownership, emphasised in King III
For the first time, according to AP, the number of
(see box) which urges the attendant exercise of voting
black South Africans holding shares on the JSE had
rights. It is also consistent with the black economic
overtaken the number of white. This was more because
empowerment codes and the retirement-fund activism
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policies of the ANC Gauteng.
By contrast, the NEF is saying in effect that the
shares must be held directly by black individuals or
a vehicle belonging to those individuals. Otherwise
they aren’t recognised. Such an approach ignores the
way in which the overwhelming majority of shares are
held and flouts even Companies Act principles. Zuma’s
denialism on shareholder realities is as fraught as was
Mbeki’s on HIV/Aids.
The contradictions between AP and NEF extend
beyond mandated investments. For starters, there’s no
way that the NEP can be considered independent. It’s a
creature of government, ultimately responsible to Zuma.
As it happens, also, the NEF chief executive is married
to a minister in Zuma’s cabinet. And whatever the other
areas of NEF distinction, research of this nature is not
Description

Conclusions reached
on direct BEE

Conclusions reached
on indirect BEE*

amongst them.
It smacks of amateurism. Apparently using as its base
document the publication ‘Who Owns Whom’, which
records only larger shareholders with influence in listed
companies, the NEF hasn’t attempted to incorporate the
legislated black economic-empowerment criteria. That
is hasn’t taken into account the global share registers
of major JSE-listed corporates, such as SABMiller and
Richemont, is another obvious omission.
Moreover, it is has selectively interpreted different
forms of BEE. At the same time it has ignored the
JSE-listed companies, most highly valued by market
capitalisation, that operate variously around the world
and are additionally listed on other exchanges. Overall,
NEF highlights the privileged few rather than all
black South Africans who’re intended beneficiaries of
transformation policies.
AP, on the other hand, is known to have used a
variety of information sources. Amongst them were
share registers of JSE-listed companies; BEE certificates
of these companies or their unlisted SA subsidiaries;
annual reports and financial statements, and data
directly obtained from mandated investors. The different
outcomes can be illustrated within a matrix related to the
JSE’s shareholder-weighted index (SWIX).
There might well be imperfections in the AP research.
Given the firm’s reputation, however, they’re unlikely to
be as blatant or serious. The best way to find out will be
for AP and the NEF, respectively as proxies for the JSE
and Zuma, to engage face-to-face in open debate.
Let’s see whether they’re up to it. If the one is and the
other isn’t, it will be case proven.
n

AP/JSE vs NEF/ZUMA
AP study based on NEF study restated to AP study based on NEF study restated to
Reconciling
SWIX
be based on SWIX
local operations
be based on local
difference
operations
10%
6%
17%
10%
NEF study excluded:
BEE deals at subsidiaries of listed entities.
Smaller blocks of BEE
shareholding on local
registers
13%

n/a

22%

n/a

NEF did not study
indirect ownership

*BEE legislation specifically allows for either the inclusion of mandated investments in BEE calculations or its exclusion
from both the numerator and the denominator of the calculation.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Gauntlet from Gauteng
Can the ANC proposal for ‘radical economic transformation’ of
company boards prove a win-win? Much depends on the response of
JSE-listed companies’ stakeholders, especially institutional investors
and representatives of retirement funds.

T

he National Empowerment Fund and
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange are at
loggerheads. They cannot agree on the
percentage of JSE-listed shares owned by black South
Africans.
The outcome of their dispute could well affect the
future shapes of economic transformation and black
economic empowerment. Elephant in the room is
the ANC Gauteng which, at its provincial conference
last November, launched a ground-breaking policy
initiative to intervene on both (TT Dec ’14-Feb ’15 and
March-May ’15).
The NEF, whose calculation has been supported
by President Jacob Zuma, puts the black shareholding
at 3%. On that basis, the inference is that whites own
97%. It’s a nonsensical premise because is excludes
such “mandated investments” as pension funds
through which most people, black and white, own
shares.
It’s also a dangerous argument because it offers
a pretext rapidly to accelerate elitist-type BEE deals
that prejudice black and white members of pension
funds. The more that new shares are issued to selected
black consortia, the more that existing shareholders
are disempowered. Pension funds, whose members
are predominantly black, comprise the largest single

category of JSE investors.
The JSE, for its part, cites independent research that
it had commissioned and released in mid-February.
It reveals that that black South Africans own at least
23% of the top 100 listed companies (overtaking, for
the first time, whites’ ownership at 22%). Of local SA
shareholders only, the proportion owned by black
South Africans increases to at least 30%.
So what?
Enter the ANC Gauteng. By a timing coincidence,
the JSE computation implicitly supports the position
taken by the party’s provincial body last November.
It’s for “radical economic transformation” (RET) to
be advanced not by favouring relatively few people at
the expense of many but by asserting the power of the
many as shareholder activists through their retirement
funds.
This is now provincial policy. Seen as critical to
RET, the next move of the ANC Gauteng will be to
sponsor it as a policy proposal at ANC national fora
starting in October. Even before then, ANC Gauteng
chair Paul Mashatile will be looking to consult widely
with stakeholders including the JSE, the Institute of
Directors, trade unions and financial institutions. This
process has already begun.
Cat amongst the pigeons is in a particular
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From proposal to policy
paragraph of the policy document: “Directors (of
JSE-listed companies) are voted by shareholders but
rarely does this group of shareholders (retirement-fund
contributors who are overwhelmingly black) exercise this
right. This ‘inaction’ somehow has contributed to lack of
transformation at the top level of corporate SA.... Policy
intervention should ensure that we leverage on the
significant worker power to energise our transformation
agenda. One of the ways of achieving this is to advocate
for a 50/50 workers/other owners representation on
boards of JSE-listed companies.”
Before the pigeons take fright, which they will
when they see how the document contextualises it
within the Freedom Charter, they should consider the
bright side.
For starters, it defeats the nationalisation debate.
There’s an implied acknowledgment that “the
people”, mainly through their retirement funds,
already own the economy’s “commanding heights”.
In fact, excluding foreign investors from the research
computation, black ownership of the Top 100 is
significantly higher than 23%. Moreover, the research
leaves another 16% of shareholders still to be analysed.
The trick will then be in conversion of retirementfund investors from passive to active. This will be
no mean trick. The concept of 50/50 representation,
between employer-nominated and member-elected
trustees of retirement funds, was legislated almost two
decades ago.
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It has not been noticeably successful in the
encouragement of funds’ activism. Now to be tested is
whether the political rocket of the ANC Gauteng has
the firepower to hit its target, especially amongst trade
unions involved with retirement funds.
What the ANC Gauteng wants, bereft of its
polemic, is there for the taking. The Companies Act
enables the nomination and election of directors by
shareholders. The King III corporate-governance
report recommends that the funds exercise their
rights. The Code for Responsible Investing in SA, to
which the large asset managers subscribe, underpins
it. The Financial Services Board circular PF130 insists
that retirement funds compile investment-policy
statements, inclusive of mandates to asset managers.
What’s then not to like about the ANC Gauteng
initiative? Perhaps four things, without which it can
boomerang:
u A vigorous programme of consumer financial
education so that fund members are aware of their
ownership stakes and, with particular reference to
trade unions, the effect of strikes against companies
where they’re invested;
u Intensive training of aspirant company directors
and fund trustees, not only to promote competence
but also so that respective roles are recognised i.e.
the fiduciary responsibility of directors only to
their companies and trustees only to their funds, in
order that there’s a commonality of purpose even
on remuneration policies;
u Acceptance of mutually-interdependent
relationships, for the sustainability of investee
companies, so that their prosperity goes hand-inglove with the value of shares to the funds’ ultimate
beneficiaries;
u For the funds themselves to get off their backsides.
Get these right and the proposed “radical economic
transformation” can herald a departure from the
adversarial us-versus-them discourse that has afflicted
SA for far too long.
n
Earlier versions of this article, by TT editorial director
Allan Greenblo, were originally published in City Press
and the Financial Mail.
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CURRENTS

Three strikes
Batters still in. Fielders battered.

S

o much for regulatory certainty. During a
matter of days in May, without prior consultation,
government took three swipes at it. All were on
the codes for black economic empowerment, escalating
uncertainty on the costs for companies and hence for
investment in them.
First, the Department of Trade & Industry kicked
off by a “clarification” notice effectively demoting the
ownership points on the BEE scorecard from 25 to three
for fully-complaint companies. Second, it backtracked
by announcing a task team. It also said in effect that the
switch back from broad-based to narrow-based BEE
wouldn’t have retrospective effect; thus leaving open the
implication that it would apply from May 1.
Third, a short while later, the Department of Mineral
Resources told mining houses that they were behind
in implementation of the mining charter’s targets. The
miners countered that they were ahead. To be behind
can threaten their mining licences.
There’s further uncertainty over the principle of
‘once empowered, always empowered’. It remains up in
the air.
Were BEE schemes to constrain black participants
from selling their shares when they become entitled to
do so, they’d be in a class apart and treated unequally
from other shareholders able to trade freely. On the
other hand, were there to be perpetual replenishment
of BEE participants who exit, the companies would
theoretically (and practically?) be forced from one BEE
transaction into the next until existing shareholders are

Godongwana . . . eternal hopes
diluted into infinity.
Pension funds, as significant shareholders in JSElisted companies, must become acutely aware of the
dilution effects through BEE transactions. Dilution
results in members – black members being in the
numerical majority – receiving proportionately lower
dividend payments. There’s a deafening silence from
pension funds, even trade unions, on their stance.
Regulatory confusion, as with suspension of
retirement reform, seems almost to have become a
constant in the environment of the pension-fund
industry. It’s in stark contrast to the warm sounds, at the
recent Asisa annual conference, where representatives
of the public and private sectors stressed the need for
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partnerships to speed up the National Development Plan.
The greater the chaos, the lesser the chances. Pension
funds, as much as domestic companies and foreign
investors, are essential providers of capital for NDP
goals. They must know where they stand.
ANC economic-transformation cluster head Enoch
Godongwana told the Asisa conference that government
should consider ways to make infrastructure investment
“efficient, financially viable and effortless, especially
by providing regulatory certainty and streamlining
some of the processes”. Little could he or delegates have
anticipated what awaited.

Batting for Batseta

F

ormed almost two years ago through an amalgam
of the Principal Officers Association and the three
main trade-union federations, the Batseta Council of
Retirement Funds should be the representative body
to speak for pension funds. Intended to comprise only
principal officers and trustees, its ideal is to be an
independent voice; independent, that is, from service
providers. This ideal is underlined in its funding
model.
But does it work? Perhaps eventually, once member
recruitment achieves scale, it will. To judge from the
programme of its second annual conference, it doesn’t
yet. There appears to be at least some alignment
between conference sponsors and speaking slots.
It doesn’t leave sufficient time for burning policy
issues, immediately relevant to pension funds, to be
openly debated. Critical examples are management
committees within umbrella-fund structures and
guidelines for payment of trustees.
Also high on the agenda, despite if not because of its
political sensitivity, should be the prospective dilution
of pension funds’ shareholdings in JSE-listed companies
to follow from mooted changes in BEE codes. This
baton was dropped years ago, notably by trade unions,
to the great cost of their pension-fund members. Unless
it is quickly picked up, to resist the sort of exclusion
envisaged by the National Empowerment Fund that
President Zuma has endorsed, their rights will be
further diminished.
At this stage, Batseta is a talk-shop insufficiently
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strong to claim representativeness for policy inputs. A
challenge for the industry is in finding ways to help it
become the voice it’s supposed to be, and to have the
confidence for asserting trustees’ independence not only
from service providers but also from government.

Hard reality

T

he extent of this challenge, both for Batseta and
for the governance of pension funds generally, is
highlighted by two bald statistics in the latest Sanlam
benchmark survey. They’re no less shocking for being
unsurprising.
Hundreds of pension funds were surveyed. On an
average of members in respective funds, 87% did not
vote for trustees or know who they were. Similarly,
85% could not name a single trustee.
These are the same members who, for the
most part, rely on trustee choices for their default
investment portfolios. They’re also the same members
for whom trustees are supposed to speak.
It’s self-evident that a huge amount of work
remains to be done on the education of pension funds’
members about their savings and about their rights.
Without the former, they won’t meet retirement
targets. Without the latter, representation won’t mean
much.

Matter of degrees

D

ube Tshidi should be a shoe-in for renewal of
his contract, as executive officer of the Financial
Services Board, when it expires at end-June. Aged 64,
he might as well keep running until the whole FSB
structure takes on a new shape. This will be in April
when it becomes one of the “twin peaks” in financialmarket regulation.
In processing the contract formality, it will be
useful to clear the confusion over Tshidi’s academic
qualifications. Over the years, he’s claimed in numerous
media reports to hold a Master of Laws degree from
Frankfurt University. The last few annual reports of
the FSB don’t disclose the degrees of any executives,
whereas earlier reports have shown them fully.
In the case of Tshidi, however, he’s been shown only
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Tshidi . . . a master
to hold an LLM but not other qualifications or where
they’re from. Back in 2004 the annual report did show
him to hold B Proc, LLB and LLM degrees.
Recently under examination in the Simon Nash
criminal trial, he was asked by Nash’s counsel about his

legal qualifications: what they were, from where and
when they were obtained. He refused to answer. Later
that morning, replying to the prosecutor, he disclosed
that he held the degrees of B Juris, LLB and LLM – all
from Vista University.
Subsequently questioned by TT via email, Tshidi
responded telephonically. He confirmed what he’d
told the court, and added: “Then there is the issue
of my higher diploma in labour law. I did this under
a combination of Vista, RAU (later University of
Johannesburg) and the University of Frankfurt in
Germany.” So why didn’t he answer in court when
asked the first time? “Because I don’t answer malicious
questions.”
Remaining unexplained over the LLM is the
niggling inconsistency between Frankfurt, as per
media reports that Tshidi had approved, and Vista,
as per his evidence in court. It leaves a query that
shouldn’t exist.
n
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COVER STORY

This time is different?
In the past few decades, market volatility has become more
pronounced and more frequent. Since the most recent financial crisis,
the bulls have been rampant. What trustees should do if they
worry about a big-time return of the bears.

I

t’s ingrained in long-term investors, notably
pension funds, that they stick to long-term
investment strategies. But the long-term comprises
a succession of short terms. Like it or not, shorttermism permeates the industry.
Asset consultants and managers are commonly
assessed on short-term performance by trustees
sensitive to the swings between euphoria and panic.
There’s little they enjoy more than basking in the
appreciation of fund members for annual benefit
enhancements. The converse applies equally.
Hoping for the best, that the markets’ upward
trajectory will last forever, needn’t necessarily
exclude a plan in case it doesn’t. Accordingly, these
hypothetical questions have been posed to a selection
of industry professionals:
We, as trustees of a medium-sized pension fund
which offers its members investment choice, are
concerned about the high level of equity prices. In recent
years our fund has done exceptionally well from these
rocketing prices, but now we don’t want to be greedy and
prefer to err on the side of caution.
Our asset managers share this market view, at least
partially, but are nervous to go too conservative because
they worry about short-term underperformance against

their peers. As we’re in a pooled portfolio, we’re unable
to change their strategy.
Certain questions arise.
First, given this view, what can we do (within the
prudential guidelines of Regulation 28) to protect
members in terms of our perceived higher risk for
downside?
Second, National Treasury has proposed in its reform
papers that trustees offer their fund members a default
investment and annuity option. We’re aware of ‘birthday
risk’, where a member who retired at the depth of the
2008-09 financial crisis would have received a lump sum
much lower than a member who’d retired a few years
earlier or a few years later.
To those trustees as cautious as we are, what would
be your best recommendation for the most cost-effective
default option for us to propose? What sort of guidance
should we offer members, particularly those approaching
retirement, on what they should do?
Malcolm Fair of RisCura: These days there
are too many retirement options available. The
outcome for each investor depends on the type of
product purchased. Over time, the lowest common
denominator between pre- and post-retirement
portfolios are cash-like ones which are believed to
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be low-risk. In
fact, although
these portfolios
are safer in the
shorter term,
they are risky
in the longer
term as investors
may not have
significant time
to generate return even after retirement.
This is where ‘birthday risk’ comes in. Members’
retirement should not necessarily depend on them
timing the market. The idea of retirement funds
offering default retirement annuities is welcome. They
will provide a clear retirement goal that will allow
members approaching retirement to start mimicking
this investment strategy and steadily glide into their
retirement portfolios from as early as age 55. This will
go a long way to mitigating ‘birthday risk’.
The most cost-effective retirement option is where
fund trustees take ownership of the default annuity,
then leverage off the existing service providers
and investment strategy as much as possible. This
will make seamless the transition to retirement.
For example, the same benefit administrator that
contracted to the fund and has been collecting
members’ contributions, can be used for paying out
pensions to retired members. Similarly, the same
investment managers can be used to implement the
default options and thus leverage off the institutional
fees they already enjoy.
When default annuities are implemented properly
within defined-contribution schemes, they should
start looking more like the old defined-benefit funds
by providing a safe, cost-effective transition for
retiring members.
Erich Potgieter of Towers Watson: If trustees believe
that their main investment portfolio is too aggressive
given their view of current market conditions, they
can switch to a lower-risk pooled alternative (most
probably a portfolio with lower equity exposure). But
we’d caution against tactical switches based on shortterm perceptions. To have any chance of switching
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successfully requires a higher ‘governance budget’ than
most trustee boards can muster.
Our preferred default investment strategy, for
defined-contribution funds offering member choice,
has been to transition members from a balanced
market-linked portfolio into a significantly lower-risk
portfolio (low equity, capital protected or even money
market) as they approach normal retirement age. This
assumes that the recommended option at retirement is
to invest in a with-profits annuity (a life annuity, not a
living annuity). The pricing of with-profits annuities
is not sensitive to current market conditions, so
money-market assets are a reasonable match for this
investment at the point of retirement.
But few members
actually buy withprofits annuities,
or any other form
of life annuity,
when they retire.
Retirees’ bias towards
living annuities is
strong and efforts
to counter it have
been unsuccessful. A
balanced portfolio,
with lower equity
exposure, could be a reasonable option for members
who plan to buy living annuities after retirement.
However, high risks come with living annuities –
especially for people who try to use high drawdown
(income) percentages and aggressive investment
strategies in an attempt to turn an inadequate capital
amount into an acceptable level of monthly income.
Willem le Roux of Simeka Consultants & Actuaries:
Trustees are ideally positioned to engineer good
retirement outcomes for fund members. The default
investment strategy represents trustees’ collective view
of an appropriate strategy for most members. If it
addresses the right risk at the right time, it need not be
changed at different points in the economic cycle. But
if trustees believe that they should take steps to reduce
risk, it can be done by
u Changing the underlying investment exposure by
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partially or fully
switching assets to
a more conservative
portfolio. Trading costs
may apply;
u Adopting hedge
strategies. These tend
to be complex. A
futures contract
can alter the fund’s
underlying exposure;
an ‘option’ can limit
downside risk at the
cost of a sizeable
premium paid upfront,
and a zero-cost structured option can curb
potential returns on the upside and downside.
But these hedging strategies can introduce
significant risks of a technical nature. For example,
there’s basis risk (where the hedge does not usually
apply to exactly the same assets as the fund’s); timing
risk (the protection may end up being inappropriate
for the fund), cashflow risk (where the hedge may be
inappropriate due to the change in fund value through
cashflows, affecting members leaving the strategy
and those remaining), and management risk (where
derivative instruments require continuous market-tomarket management).
Any protection may dilute long-term returns if the
timing is imperfect. Trustees should communicate
to fund members any changes in understandable
language. Where members have investment choice, the
privilege and responsibility to manage risk belongs to
members who exercise their choice.

invested beyond retirement date. A 60-year old has a
potential time horizon of over 20 years, not the five
years to retirement at 65.
Of course, the investment strategy in a living
annuity may be different to the pre-retirement
strategy. But the pensioner will still need a mix of
growth assets (e.g. shares and property) as well as
defensive assets (e.g. cash and bonds).
For most of an individual’s working life, a growth
strategy is required as many South Africans find it
difficult to contribute more than 15% of their salaries
towards retirement savings. Being too conservative
simply isn’t an option, given the need to outperform
inflation.
Trustees should determine the level of return
they need for their members, and then ensure that
the investment strategy targets this return. A focus
on avoiding short-term
volatility can distract
trustees from ensuring
that they are targeting the
best retirement outcomes
for their members in the
long term.
Ensuring that the
majority of members
remain invested in a
growth strategy for
as long as possible is
thus in those members’
best interests. A more
conservative option
should be available to
members approaching
retirement.

Andrew Davison of Old Mutual Corporate
Consultants: Although the current environment
arguably offers greater risks to individuals’
investments, saving for retirement is a long-term
objective.
Even for individuals approaching retirement age,
the retirement date is not the end point for investing.
Most pensioners who invest in an annuity nowadays
select a living annuity, meaning they will remain

Michael Prinsloo of Alexander Forbes: Getting the
right long-term strategic asset allocation and derisking strategy leading up to retirement are probably
more important than short-term performance or
tactical asset-allocation calls.
If trustees are trying to protect those closer to
retirement, there are strategies to protect these
members without limiting access to necessary growth
assets for younger members. And if trustees still want
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to take short-term
action, there are several
options within the ambit
of Reg 28:
u Invest in a less
aggressive portfolio
(measured against
different metrics) and
provide members with
a more aggressive
individual-member
choice;
u Invest in a mandate less fixated on peer
performance, a mandate closer aligned to the
trustees’ strategy allowing managers to be more
flexible and react to market risks relative to the
fund’s strategy;
u Hedge out some of the equity risk using derivatives.
(This is not to be undertaken without expert
assistance and probably not as a first resort.
Understand the costs.)
There are risks in taking action and in not taking
action. Downside can occur in other asset classes, not
only equities.
Life-stage investing has become popular in
defined-contribution pension funds. This is a strategy
where the investment portfolio for members far
from retirement is long-term growth-orientated,
and as these members approach retirement they are
progressively moved into more cautious or targeted
portfolios. Today these latter portfolios reduce equity
exposure but also have inflation-hedging assets to
limit the point risk of buying annuities.
Members approaching retirement should be
invested in portfolios that protect their incomes, with
the secondary aim to provide some capital protection
and real growth.
Thabo Khojane of Investec Asset Management:
Pension funds should define their primary risk as
not beating inflation. To be overly concerned about
potential short-term corrections could result in a
portfolio that’s too conservative which, most likely, will
not meet inflation-beating objectives.
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The two types of balanced investment funds are
peer-relative and inflation-relative. The former try
to outperform a peer group or composite of different
markets, and manage money on the premise that
outperformance of the peer group should provide
decent long-term returns. These managers may not be
as averse to short-term capital declines.
The latter tend to be more cognisant of downside
risk. Primarily concerned with capital preservation,
they would typically lag peer-relative funds in strong
equity bull markets. If the pooled portfolio is in an
inflation-relative fund, the manager will naturally be
more cautious.
‘Birthday risk’ can and should be managed.
Some retirement funds begin the process before the
member retires e.g. transitioning the portfolio from
a 75% growth/25% cautious split at five years before
retirement to 50%growth/50% cautious at retirement
and 100% cautious after retirement. This process
can be managed mechanically in the default option
without the member having to do anything.
Target funds are able to do the same. These funds
are actively managed by balancing the capital growth
and income needs throughout a member’s life, even
after the target date (typically the retirement date) is
reached and passed.
Trustees should carefully consider the default
construct because this is where the overwhelming
majority of members will choose to invest. As a
guideline, bundled “cost-effective” solutions should
be avoided. Rather procure investment services
separately from administrative services. In the long
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run, the return generated is a more important driver of
replacement ratio than the fees paid.
Danie van Zyl of Sanlam: First understand the risk
profile of your
members. Younger
members face an
investment horizon
of 30-plus years. It
favours investing
in assets such
as equities and
property. These
members can afford
to tolerate shortterm volatile returns
to benefit from the
capital growth these
assets offer over the
long term. Members
closer to retirement,
or those who
experience uncertainty regarding their employment
duration, are less likely to be able to withstand sudden
falls in their investment values in the short term.
The concerns of those closer to retirement does
not automatically exclude them from participating
in growth investments. There are a variety of
pooled portfolios available such as smoothedbonus portfolios. They typically have a similar asset
allocation to balanced funds, but offer either a full or
partial guarantee on capital and returns.
The 2015 Sanlam Benchmark survey found that
more funds are introducing a default annuity for
members at retirement while also aligning their
pre-retirement investments with this default annuity.
The most popular default annuity options are withprofit annuities, inflation-linked annuities and living
annuities (depending on the profile of the fund
membership).
While trustees can put in place default investment
and annuity options, members are still entitled to opt
out. It is therefore important that members receive
guidance on annuity options a few years prior to
retirement – not only so that they may make informed

decisions at retirement, but also that they may align
their investment strategy with the annuity they aim to
purchase at retirement.
A well-constructed life-stage investment strategy
may be cost-effective for the fund if accessed as a
pooled solution offered by an insurer or asset manager.
Life-stage strategies automatically change a member’s
asset allocation as the member approaches retirement,
usually switching to a lower-risk strategy close to
retirement.
Tarunova Mashamhanda
of Momentum/
MMI Holdings:
Because markets
are unpredictable,
particularly in the short
term, frequent strategy
changes should be
avoided. Pre- and postretirement strategies
should be aligned i.e.
looking through to the
investments underlying
the annuity choice and
using similar portfolios
pre-retirement. This will
be the primary guidance
for members and for default options.
For default annuity options, cost-effectiveness can
be enhanced where
u They don’t lead to disinvestment and reinvestment
of assets, causing transaction costs;
u Investments underlying the options give higher
real returns within the risk tolerances. Generally,
the higher the expected real returns the lower the
cost of an annuity;
u They are at a lower cost compared to when a
member individually sources an annuity;
u They are priced with underlying rates more
favourable than retail (individual) rates.
Hannes Viljoen of Stanlib: As members of this
particular pension fund have flexibility, the option to
move to a portfolio that holds less equity and more
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bonds and/or cash
could provide some
protection against
an equity market
downturn. But take
into account that at
present bonds are
on the expensive
side and yields are at
very low levels.
Hence a portfolio
with a high holding
in cash would provide a level of downside protection
(although, in real terms, cash usually doesn’t
outperform inflation). For Reg 28 purposes, a higher
allocation to cash should not breach any limits, given
that the allocation is diversified.
A possible alternative, should the managers prefer
to keep their allocation to equities, would be to
invest in a fund with equity exposure to lower beta,
more defensive stocks. These stocks would in theory
decrease by less than the overall market should a crash
occur. In market downturns, unfortunately, theory
does not always hold.
Recommending a default option is difficult,
especially if the average member’s age and risk
profiles are unknown. However, given that saving
for retirement is a long-term endeavour, a portfolio
that has a high allocation to equities should be top
of mind. Being too cautious over the long term can
be costly as the compounding effects of inflation eat
away at purchasing power. This could result in vastly
inadequate funds at retirement.
Index-tracking unit trust and exchange-traded
funds provide cost-effective entrants to the market.
With the introduction of balanced or multi-asset index
tracking funds, investors can gain access to a balanced
portfolio with exposure to multiple asset classes at
attractive management fees.
Trustees may also wish to investigate target-date
funds. They bucket members into cohorts by age and
manage the portfolio for each cohort dynamically as
each cohort approaches retirement.
One golden rule is not to make attempts at timing
the market. Another is to diversify. A well-diversified
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portfolio across a broad range of asset classes will
ensure that a sharp reduction in the value of any single
asset class does not influence the total portfolio value
in a catastrophic way.
Andrew Kemp of Liberty: Trustees concerned about
current valuations should start by asking whether the
range of portfolios offered to members is wide enough
so that members can move into a more conservative
risk profile if they want, and whether there is a
sufficiently robust advice framework to support the
member choices offered.
A concern over high market valuations may
introduce the need for a strategy that allows members
to reduce the risk of a severe market downturn while
trying to capture as much growth as possible. Under
this scenario it may be worth considering the addition
of a risk-managed solution that attempts to target a
relatively high growth rate (e.g. cpi+5%), but manages
the risk of severe downturn through the use of
protective derivative
strategies.
Typically these
types of portfolios
will offer good
growth should the
market perform
well, but are likely to
lag slightly behind
portfolios which are
not protected due
to the cost of the
protection. In market
downturns, however, these portfolios do relatively well
as they will protect the investor from catastrophic loss.
Even these types of solutions will not protect 100% of
capital; rather, they offer protection below a specified
loss.
Generally, the default option involves some form of
life-stage strategy. This approach works relatively well
in preserving capital, but has been criticised as it does
not really take into account the type of annuity the
member will purchase at retirement. For this reason,
trustees should spend time trying to understand
their membership and attempt to determine what
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type of annuity respective members are most likely
to purchase. Their life stage should then be designed
accordingly.
Various members may want something quite
different to the default. It’s crucial that members are
educated about the various types of annuities, and the
implications of each choice.
Nick Curtin of Foord: People are living longer and
their pension savings must work harder. Therefore,
the premise that members are saving for a lump sum
cash payout or guaranteed
annuity purchase at
retirement age should be
forcefully challenged.
Pension-fund members
should rather lengthen
their investment horizons
to the date of death
of the last surviving
spouse or dependent,
and remain invested in a
well-diversified balanced
portfolio seamlessly
through the pre- and
post-retirement stages. Modern retirement and living
annuity products facilitate this outcome.
If members commenced saving sufficiently early
in life, the better long-term returns will provide an
adequate safety margin in the post-retirement phase
to weather any short-term market gyrations. Trying to
time the markets is a sure way to destroy the value of
retirement savings.
The retirement industry generally over-emphasises
protecting long-term growth portfolios against shortterm volatility. This comes with significant and usually
understated opportunity costs in the long term.
Therefore, well-intentioned trustees’ concerns about
short-term market valuations are misguided when one
assumes a much longer investment horizon.
Trustees concerned about short-term valuations
should not aim to alter the long-term investment
strategy of their fund’s investment manager. They must
rather implement investment and retirement policies
that lengthen investment horizons by facilitating

members’ continued investment in well-diversified,
balanced portfolios both before and after retirement.
They should also select an investment manager that
acts in terms of fund members’ best interests rather
than its own business risk.
Shaun le Roux of PSG Asset Management: We like
to invest with a margin of safety and are happy to walk
away from investment opportunities where we think
it possible that clients
could lose money.
Our summation
of current conditions
is that investment
into some of the
traditionally lowerrisk asset classes
(government bonds,
property and low-beta
equities) carries a high
likelihood of capital
loss and most of these
assets are overpriced.
Accordingly, we do not own government bonds,
property and bond-like equities.
Within equities, we have been finding significantly
fewer opportunities on the JSE to invest in higherquality businesses at reasonable valuations. As a
result, our portfolios are not fully invested in domestic
equities. Our domestic funds have utilised the full
extent of their mandates to buy attractively priced
global businesses with quality franchises.
Many of the equities we do own can be
characterised as being out of favour and hence trading
at a wide margin of safety. They are selected security
by security. Some are tied to the global economic cycle,
have underperformed in recent times, and would
be expected to perform well in a rising interest-rate
environment.
The result of limited exposure to duration assets,
and being less than fully invested in equities, is that
our Reg 28-compliant portfolios sit with relatively
high levels of cash. The value of cash at this stage of
the investment cycle is both attractive and underappreciated.
n

Index trackers

The Evolution of the use of Index
Trackers in Active management
By Len Jordaan, Head of Distribution for STANLIB Index Trackers

When index tracking first rose to prominence in South Africa about 15 years ago, it was seen
as competition to the services offered by active fund managers. Consequently, it was not
embraced by professional investors who constructed portfolios for Institutional clients.
An index tracker is designed to track the components of a market index,
such as the JSE Top 40 index which ranks the 40 biggest companies by
market value, and is a passive form of fund management.
Over time, investors could no longer ignore the cost and efficiency
benefits of index products and they started to feature more in the
investment industry. Active managers began to blend active and passive
approaches to achieve their investment goals.
Active managers first included indexation in their portfolios through
the use of the core-satellite approach. In this approach the core of the
portfolio is made up of passive investments that track indices. Additional
actively managed investments, the ‘satellites’, form the rest of the portfolio.
This occurred because alternative forms of alpha (the extent to which
an asset performs differently to a benchmark index) became available
to investors and regulation changes made these options suitable for
pension funds. An example of this is infrastructure, which has a low
correlation with any other asset class.
The theory was sound; if a portfolio could buy its exposure to traditional
asset classes at the low fees charged for index products (with little
sacrifice of performance), then the portfolio could afford the more
expensive, alternative asset classes that provided diversification
benefits and different returns profiles.
The next development in portfolio construction centred around the
realisation that skilful allocation to the correct asset classes is more
important to the overall performance of a multi-asset portfolio, than the
‘alpha’ in any one asset class. This means that your exposure of equity
relative to bonds is more important than which stocks or bonds you
invest in. The contribution of asset allocation to a portfolio’s return is
estimated to be between 70% and 95%.
This encourages multi-asset managers to focus on getting cheap, efficient
exposure to asset class beta, rather than trying to outperform assetspecific benchmarks.
These developments have seen the introduction of index trackers in
various asset classes, including government bonds, inflation linkers and
property. It is now possible for active managers to construct portfolios

entirely of index funds, which maximises the value they add as assetallocators.
When making their strategic allocations, active managers consider the
risks and associated returns of asset classes. The work of two American
professors, Eugene Fama and Kenneth French, drew attention to the fact
that within asset classes, factors can be identified that also have unique
risk/return characteristics. This led to the creation of factor specific
indices and index funds, such as value or momentum, which equity
managers are able to blend to construct the equity component of their
portfolios. This is based on which factor they believe will outperform the
others, considering their risk tolerance and investment time horizon.
The focus has therefore shifted to active management of factors
(‘alternative’ betas) in a portfolio, rather than heavy reliance on stock
research. At the same time it blurs the line between active and passive
management and truly allows active managers to benefit from the
efficient markets they help to create.
For more information, please
contact Len Jordaan on
011 448 5143 or 082 928 0165
or, visit www.stanlib.com
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How to boost retirement outcomes
There are four basic ways to do it, advises Cora Fernandez, chief executive
for institutional business at Sanlam Investments.
A real concern for trustees is that the desired
retirement outcomes for their fund’s members aren’t
achieved. To ensure that members have accumulated
sufficient savings for retirement, and that they have
a basic standard of living and sustainable income for
life after they retire, are major focus areas for pension
funds and their service providers. The overarching
question is what trustees can do to enhance
investment returns that will benefit active members
so as to afford them the best chance of success in
retirement.
Investing too conservatively before retirement can
be dangerous to fund members’ financial wellbeing.
As trustees and principal officers, are you confident
that the pension-plan options you provide for your
members will help towards achieving the best possible
retirement outcomes? Are you providing aggressive
enough growth-investment options for younger
members with longer time horizons?
A most significant trend across the globe is the
continuing increase in human longevity due mainly
to ongoing improvements in nutrition, public health
and medical technology. Add to this the reality of
an expected low-return investment environment –
coupled with a trend of lower interest rates for an
extended time period – and many individuals could find
themselves at the mercy of poor returns from their
retirement savings.
In this dual context of a low-return environment and
increased life expectancy, it’s all the more challenging
to ensure the best possible retirement outcomes. To
achieve them, we believe that it is better to maximise
the equity allocations in your pension fund for the best
inflation-beating returns over the long term. Provided
your members have a sufficiently long investment

Fernandez . . . maximise equities
horizon, equities still yield the best possible returns
over the long term.

“To ensure the higher longer-term capital
growth necessary to outpace inflation, sufficient
exposure to equities and other growth assets in a
retirement fund is essential”.
Four ways to invest smartly before retirement
In South Africa, we are governed by Regulation 28 of
the Pension Funds Act. It prescribes the maximum
limits for retirement funds to invest in certain asset
classes i.e. no more than 75% in equities (local &
offshore); 25% in property (local & offshore); 25% in
international assets (excluding African investments);
15% in hedge funds and private equity combined
(10% maximum for each of these) and 5% in African
investments outside SA.
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There are a number of levers to increase returns in
retirement portfolios within the limits of Reg 28.
Trustees could consider the following:
1. Use the full 75% equity allocation
We believe it is important to maximize the full 75%
allocation to equities, to ensure the best possible
returns, provided your members have a sufficiently
long investment horizon to stomach volatility. Over the
long term, a higher allocation to equities can enhance
portfolio returns considerably.
The graph illustrates that, over the long term,
equities (growth assets) have significantly
outperformed cash and bonds (income assets). In
the short term, stock markets experience sharp
movements. It is this volatility that discourages many
members and trustees from investing in equities. In
the long run, however, no other asset class produces
comparable returns.
Historically we have seen that shorter investment time
horizons (up to five years) are generally associated
with greater volatility and risk of capital losses. As the
investment time horizon increases (five years-plus),
however, the volatility of returns and the probability of
losses reduce dramatically. In other words, the longer
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you remain invested, the lower the risk of losing your
invested capital. The unpredictability and short-term
volatility of the markets is perfectly normal. As we
have seen from the past five decades, equities reward
investors over the long term.
2. Add alternative and other investment allocations
Alternative investments -- specifically fund of hedge
funds and fund of private equity funds -- offer
relatively uncorrelated returns in comparison to
traditional asset classes such as equities, bonds and
cash. Hedge funds are designed to reduce market
volatility for investors by applying specialist strategies
and should be considered as a building block in a welldiversified investment portfolio.
3. Add more property
There is no regulated maximum on the combined
exposure of equities and property. So these two asset
classes combined could theoretically take up the
entire portfolio.
4. Use the Africa allocation
Additional geographic diversification is allowed through
Africa exposure of up to 5% in addition to the 25%
exposure to international assets generically. Total
foreign exposure can therefore reach 30%.

Conclusion:
As trustees, you have challenging goals. Priorities are
to ensure the best possible retirement outcomes for
your pension-fund members and enabling them to
save enough for retirement. Ultimately, members and
trustees share the primary risk of failing to meet their
retirement objectives. In attempting to resolve this
problem, we have focused on investing wisely before
retirement – selecting equities and other growth assets
as an effective, long-term, pre-retirement investment
strategy.
Source: Inet, December 2014

www.www.sanlaminvestments.com
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PENSION LAW

Freedom to choose
Legal interpretation clarified on powers of fund boards
against rights of members.

D

oes an employer, on reasonable notice to an
umbrella fund, have the right to terminate
participation in it? This was pinpointed by
Deanne Wood of the Johannesburg Bar, addressing the
Pension Lawyers Association, as the main issue which
the Supreme Court of Appeal had to decide. It arose
from the appeal by the City of Johannesburg & Others
against a South Gauteng High Court judgment in favour
of the SA Local Authorities Pension Fund & Others.
Wood had summarised the central questions
applicable to pension funds:
u Does s7C of the Pension Funds Act entitle a board
of trustees to litigate on behalf of the fund’s members,
or should the members have been joined in the
litigation? (It does entitle the board not to be joined
by members, the SGHC had held.)
u Can an employer withdraw from a fund, and
commence participation in a new fund, prior to the
Registrar’s approval of the transfer under s14? (There
must be compliance with s14 before an employer can
commence participation, the SGHC had held.)
u Where there is no express provision governing
withdrawal, is an employer entitled to terminate its
participation in a fund on reasonable notice to the
fund? (Where the rules are silent on termination, the
SGHC had held, an employer cannot withdraw from
the fund.)
The SCA has now reversed SGHC findings by
Acting Judge Foulkes-Jones. It has upheld the appeal
brought by the City of Johannesburg (CoJ) and four

of its municipal-owned entities (Johannesburg Water,
City Power, City Parks and Pikitup) against the SALA
fund (joined by three trade unions representing some
members and three individual members).
For background, during June 2004 the CoJ and its
entities decided to cease participation in the SALA
fund. They also decided to terminate their pension-fund
contributions to the SALA fund, on behalf of employees
who were members of the SALA fund, and instead
contribute from January 2005 to the eJoburg retirement
fund. Importantly, the SALA fund is defined-benefit and
the eJoburg fund is defined-contribution.
These decisions of the CoJ and its entities were
challenged. The SALA fund contended that the decisions
were unlawful, invalid and impermissible, as the
withdrawal was not permitted by the SALA fund rules.
CoJ and its entities opposed the application, further
objecting to the SALA fund not having joined in court
proceedings the employees who were members of its
fund.
In effect, the SGHC had ruled that the decisions
by CoJ and its entities – to withdraw as participating
employers in the SALA fund – was invalid and of no
legal force. It also dismissed their objection to the SALA
fund not having joined employees/fund members in the
proceedings.
Overturning the SGHC judgment, the SCA found in
favour of CoJ and its entities:
u S7C of the Pension Funds Act does not entitle a
pension fund or its board to litigate on behalf of its
members;
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u Individual members of the SALA fund ought
to have been joined as parties in the SGHC
proceedings. These members have a direct and
material interest. They should have been given
the opportunity to say whether they preferred
to remain in the SALA defined-benefit fund
or switch to the eJoburg defined-contribution
fund;
u The matter must be referred back to the
SGHC. The SALA fund has three months
within which to join individual members in
the proceedings or the SALA fund’s application
against the CoJ and its entities will be deemed
to have been dismissed with costs.
n
For the CoJ and its entities were Martin Brassey
SC and Deanne Wood (instructed by Bowman
Gilfillan). For the SALA fund, three unions and three
individual members were Norman Arendse SC and
Sandile Khumalo (instructed by Thipa Attorneys).
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BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

Billions in benefits
A case study in what works, and works well. Something that works,
and can be shown to work well, should not need to be ‘fixed’
by government again wanting to change the rules.

T

ake a breather from the current hullabaloo
over broad-based black economic
empowerment and share ownership schemes,
suddenly demoted from scorecard favour, to gain a
little perspective. Consider whether one of the better
schemes, of the FirstRand group, can be faulted.
But first, some arithmetic. A billion rand is a
thousand million rand i.e. R1 000 000 000. Picture the
number in terms of what R1bn can buy.
For ease of reference, use the cover story of a recent
Financial Mail edition on the prices of SA residential
property. Illustrated by the photograph of an elite
Cape Town suburb, it asked: “Would you be prepared
to pay R160m for this Clifton view?” Well, yes; with
R1bn you can pay for six of them and keep the change.
Pictured differently, at an average of R20m per house,
R1bn would get you big chunks of Johannesburg’s posh
Sandhurst.
That’s just by way of introduction, to offer a feel
for what R1bn represents. Then it becomes easier to
conceive multiples of it, specifically the R22bn in value
unlocked by the FirstRand B-B BEE transactions.
In a presentation last year, 10 years after their
inception, FirstRand chairman Laurie Dippenaar
calculated that the total value created by the
transactions was R22bn. To place this number in
context, he used a theoretical illustration: “It is sufficient
to buy the whole PSG group. It is definitely sufficient to
buy more than 51% of Pick n Pay or 70% of Telkom.”
Participants from inception were:

uThe National Union of Mineworkers. Of its shares
in the transaction, 60% are held by a trust created
for the benefit of mineworkers (all NUM members).
The trust focuses mainly on the provision of bursaries
and scholarships for mineworkers’ children;
u Kagiso Charitable Trust. It works closely with
various provinces to improve the quality of
education in SA;
u WDB (Women’s Development Business). Its main
beneficiary and shareholder is a trust which helps
women in rural areas to establish micro enterprises.
Together, these three entities had invested not more
than R81m in the transaction. Today their combined
shareholding is worth some R10bn. Add to them:
u FirstRand Empowerment Foundation Trust, a
charity with an independent board of trustees
chaired by FirstRand chief executive Sizwe Nxasana.
Main objective is to help improve the quality of
education in SA. With a R4,5bn endowment, it is
able comfortably to invest R200m a year without
reducing its capital;
u FirstRand Staff Assistance Trust whose shareholding
is now worth R600m. Main activity is to assist the
group’s African, Coloured and Indian employees pay
fees for their children’s education;
u Black directors on various boards of the entire
group. Total value of their shares is R400m, the
amount accruing to each board member depending
on seniority and years of service;
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Dippenaar . . . huge value created
u All 13 000 African, Coloured and Indian staff
members. Total value of their shareholding is
R5bn. When the transaction terminated at the
end of last year, almost 400 employees would each
have received shares worth R1m or more, and 700
employees between R0,5m and R1m. Allocations
again depended on seniority and years of service,
working out to R10 000-R50 000 per employee at the
most junior level.

D

ippenaar hoped that staff would retain their shares
to entrench the ownership philosophy. “From
experience, we know this is unlikely,” he admitted. In
fact, it turned out that staff participants sold most of
their shares once the terms of the transaction allowed it.
All the rand numbers cited are pre-tax. Staff pay tax
on their gains at the normal rate. This resulted in the
fiscus collecting a windfall of just under R2bn for which
it hadn’t budgeted.
Also, in the case of the Mineworkers and WDB
shareholders, about 60% and 80% respectively of the
benefit accrued to their philanthropic trusts and the
balance to their investment companies. These trusts
are also the biggest shareholders in their respective
investment companies.
Now, for the sake of comparison, relate this R22bn
to the R1bn that government intends setting aside
to facilitate the creation of 100 black industrialists.
Imagine that government’s new policy of narrow-based
empowerment were followed.
Then, instead of the R22bn going to broad-based
beneficiaries, it went to 100 aspirant black industrialists.
Each would have pocketed R220m, significantly more
per aspirant than government wants taxpayers to fund.
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The question that begs is why then a potential
black industrialist, with R220m in his bank account,
would risk it by starting a business to manufacture in
competition with say the Chinese. He might be tempted
rather to indulge a few luxuries for R22m, invest R200m
in a diversified share portfolio, draw down only 5% a
year to receive an annual income of R10m – while not
only keeping intact his original R200m but actually
growing it.
Something, somewhere in government’s new
approach doesn’t make sense. Even less sense would
be resort to the early BEE days when the R22bn could
have gone to perhaps five politically-connected black
individuals at R4,4bn each.
For good reason, this narrow approach was
eventually abandoned. Its reared head, in the form
presently mooted, should be too.
n
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Right time, right place
These must be top of mind for success in employee benefits
communication, suggests Ashleigh Davies,
Thought Leadership Manager at Old Mutual Corporate.
Employed South Africans are often provided with benefits
that go well beyond take-home pay. Access to clinics,
medical aids and retirement funds are examples.
Just take retirement funds. There are many good reasons
that employees should take advantage of the opportunities
these funds present e.g. tax-deductible contributions,
cost-effective risk benefits and no additional administration
fees on additional contributions. Many members don’t
maximise these benefits.
Why? More than employee apathy are perhaps ineffective
education of members and poor communication with
them.
The question then arises – how should this be tackled and,
perhaps, more importantly, when is the best time and
place to engage with the members?
The new member
When a young employee joins a company, this is the ideal
time deal to impact on his or her future financial security.
Starting to save at age 25 rather than at 30, for instance,
could add an extra 30% to a member’s retirement income.
A 25-year old employee will need appropriate counselling
as retirement saving and financial security are usually not
priorities for many young people. The most important
consultation during the employee’s induction process
will most likely be about the staff benefits offered by
the employer, as these may form the foundation of a
successful financial plan.
It may also be a good idea to introduce the employee
to the principal officer or other representative, such as a
trustee or management committee member. This should
convey the importance, effort and commitment behind the
paperwork, and should have positive benefits for both the
fund and the employer. It will also allow the new employee
to ask questions.
If this is not an employee’s first job, it may still be possible

to discuss the preservation of the benefit accumulated
in a previous employer’s retirement fund, either in a
preservation vehicle or by transferring it to the new fund.
This will be an important contributor to the member’s final
retirement outcome. In addition, depending on how this
on-boarding process is managed, it could be an ideal time
to introduce the member to an onsite advisor who can
assist the employer’s HR department/fund representative in
explaining the employee benefits available.
Future communication prompts
Similar to salary-increase letters, members generally scan
their annual benefit statements in a superficial way until
they see the value of their accumulated credits. Often little
attention is paid to the amounts of death or disability cover
provided by the fund, notwithstanding how important this
may prove in future. As it is also unlikely that members
digest much of the information presented in their annual
member-benefit statement, they should be encouraged to
revisit their financial plans at significant times.
These are when their circumstances change through salary
increases, promotions, bonus awards, marriage, birth of
children and divorce. They might also have to consider
their positions when they can withdraw from the fund
(e.g. through job retrenchment or resignation), and should
routinely do so on receipt of their annual statements.
Withdrawal/resignation
Increasingly, employees have a number of employers
in their working lifetimes. The principal officer or other
fund representative should ensure that part of the exit
process includes advice on the member’s options and
the importance of maintaining the plans made when the
employee joined the company.
Disability
Should a member be unable to work because of illness
or injury, it will be reassuring for the person to know that
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There are a number of ways in that this can be done.
If the staff complement is sufficiently large to warrant
it, workshops should be held by the employer at least
annually. Members should be encouraged to attend these
at five-yearly intervals until five years from retirement,
where after they should attend annual events as many
important decisions will need to be taken during this time.
At retirement
This time of change can be a stressful time for members.
Members should have had ample opportunity for
counselling prior to retirement on the type of annuity
that best matches their needs, and to gain a proper
understanding of their future financial circumstances.
Post-retirement contact

Davies . . . engagement prompts

Most employers will be cautious of being seen to be
somehow responsible for retired staffers. This might
present an opportunity for fund representatives to improve
the trust between the financial-services industry and its
clients.

Retrenchment

A final counselling session initiated by the company/fund
should ensure that the member understands the various
options upon retirement. It can include explaining why a
particular default annuity was selected by the trustees /
management committee member and the full implications
of not opting for this i.e. how a large sum of money can
be saved by accepting the default due to the pooled
nature of annuities, the absence of commission and lower
administration charges.

Sadly with tightening economies, changing industries
and the increasing use of technology, retrenchments
have become an inevitable outcome of the risks to formal
employment. Given the impact of the loss of work at this
time, emphasising the contribution that can be made for
this time is hard to overstate.

If members opt for living annuities, it will be important that
they understand the financial risks associated with their
choices of underlying investment, amount of drawdown,
the need for capital preservation, market fluctuations,
longevity and their financial acumen to manage these
effectively.

Approaching retirement

Future security depends on the solution chosen by the
member. Post-retirement planning is as important as the
planning undertaken at the first day at work.

at least his/her financial circumstances have been catered
for by their retirement and medical aid funds, which could
include disability cover as part of their benefit. At this
vulnerable time, expert financial counselling is invaluable.
If properly managed, it can only deepen the employee’s
perceived value of the sponsored benefits and associated
service providers.

Retirement investment is a long-term business. If proper
planning is left too late, little can be done. So regular
reviews are important to ensure there is sufficient time to
make a meaningful intervention for adequate retirement
savings.
Employees within 15 years to retirement should be
encouraged to attend workshops to educate themselves
on how to manage their funds, and possibly boost their
savings when approaching and reaching this milestone.

For more information about Old Mutual Corporate, visit
www.oldmutual.co.za/corporate
Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.
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FUND CANCELLATIONS

A storm breaks
Up to a billion rand could be spotlighted for possible distribution to
members of numerous “dormant” pension funds. It depends on the
outcome of an FSB investigation into whether registration of these
funds had been improperly cancelled and, if so, into the extent
that particular members have suffered “substantial prejudice”.

A

t last year’s annual conference of the
Pension Lawyers Association, Financial
Services Board deputy pensions registrar
Rosemary Hunter caused a storm by presenting
her views on why the closure of thousands of funds
might have contravened the Pension Funds Act. But a
storm in a teacup?
Perhaps yes; in so far as division was perceived at
the time between Hunter and her boss, FSB executive
officer Dube Tshidi who also serves as the registrar.
Such perception might be laid to rest by the draft
circular recently put out by the FSB on the way
forward.
But perhaps no; in so far as administrators of the
affected funds might take unkindly to the prospect
of closures being reversed. At the time of last year’s
PLA conference, Personal Finance reported: “Fund
administrators are worried that they may now have
to go back and revise all closed funds at considerable
additional cost which cannot be recovered . . .
Alexander Forbes says that the company had funded
the closure of a great many of the dormant funds at a

cost of between R10m and R15m a year.”
On the one hand, there was the deputy registrar
(then newly appointed) saying that her office was
investigating whether these funds’ members and
former members had been caused “substantial
prejudice” by the closures. If they were, she’d ask fund
administrators to “fix the problem”.
On the other hand, in a media statement
immediately afterwards, Tshidi appeared to defend
the methodology for the closures. He said that there
was “no question of the FSB revising each and every
closure of orphan funds over a period of almost
20 years unless in circumstances where (material)
prejudice was shown to exist”.
Nevertheless, he “took seriously” the opinion
from senior counsel on which Hunter had based
her remarks. He also spoke of the need to consider
whether legislative amendments were required.
However, he didn’t explain what he meant. Some had
taken it to infer that, assuming senior counsel was
correct, he’d prefer retrospective changes in the law to
legitimise the FSB-approved closures.
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Hunter . . . rebel with a cause
During the year that followed, uncertainties
mounted. Now the draft circular – issued under
Hunter’s designation -- provides the platform for the
controversy to be thoroughly argued. It sets out the
approaches of the registrar to the governance, the
disposals of assets and liabilities, and the registration
cancellations of funds “for which it is impossible to
establish a board properly in terms of the rules of the
fund and the applicable provisions of the Pension
Funds Act”.
The practical nitty-gritty is formidable because
of the sheer volumes. In recent years, thousands
of fund registrations have been cancelled. The
monies involved amount to rands topping tens of
millions, possibly hundreds of millions, transferred
by administrators to their unclaimed benefit funds.
There they’ve sat, unallocated to beneficiaries but
nonetheless drawing fees for administration and asset
management.
How to establish which funds have been properly
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closed and which haven’t? Or precisely which
members and former members might have suffered
“material prejudice” by the closures? Or whether
all “reasonable steps” have been taken to trace
beneficiaries?
What if they haven’t? And if they can’t be traced,
how long a time period should elapse before the
outstanding balances are put to better use? Like
where? And at what point does prescription kick in
on claims from members and former members?
Setting out the circumstances in which numerous
funds became dormant or shell, the circular points
out that over the past 20 years there’s been a
significant reduction in the number of active funds.
Many had shifted from standalone to umbrella
arrangements: “Unfortunately, in many cases, after
the assets and liabilities in respect of in-service
members of these funds have been transferred to
other funds, such as umbrella funds, their old funds
have been left without boards of management.”
This meant that there were no people able to
act as the “directing minds and wills” of the funds
in making such decisions as the apportionment
of actuarial surpluses, remuneration of service
providers and repayments by service providers of
‘secret profits’.
Numerous steps have been taken since 2007 to
address these problems. Success has been limited.
That’s why a fresh approach for the future is
proposed for dormant funds:
u If a board can be properly constituted, in
compliance with the Act, it must be done. On
the written request of an interested party, the
registrar will appoint trustees and instruct them
to constitute a new board;
u If the fund has a sponsor (e.g. an employer)
willing to appoint board members, and there
are fund members who can be reached (e.g. past
and present employees), the registrar-appointed
trustees should ask the sponsor to do so;
u The registrar-appointed trustees must take
“reasonable steps” to contact fund members and
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give them the opportunity to elect up to 50% of
the board members.

N

umerous other recommendations are put
forward to ensure that boards are properly
constituted. But where a properly-constituted board
can’t be established for a dormant fund, to give it
“directing mind and will”, it’s proposed that the
Registrar applies to court for the appointment of a
curator. To save on costs, “bulk curatorships” are
envisaged where a single curator can be appointed for
several funds.
Finally, all this is conditional on “substantial
prejudice” being found to exist. Once found, either
in the course of the registrar’s investigation or when
brought to his attention, there should be steps to
remedy or mitigate it. It’s proposed that the registrar
may then:
u Apply for a court order to set aside the
cancellation of the fund’s registration or to act
against a person whom the registrar believes had
caused the prejudice;
u Set up a management board where one can be
established for the fund or, where a board can’t be
established, appoint a curator.

T

he implication is that the registrar will be
prepared to conduct the necessary investigations.
There’s no saying how many hundreds or thousands
of funds will need to be investigated. This will
obviously take time, and come at a cost (to whom
isn’t clear), but it goes to the heart of the FSB’s public
protection function.
The 42-page circular is comprehensive, inclusive
of answers to anticipated questions. Nevertheless,
affected administrators have the opportunity to
punch holes in it. Challenges to the senior counsel
opinion, which sparked the furore in the first place,
cannot be ruled out.
The most sanguine scenario will be one in which
all parties, including the FSB, are seen to place
foremost the interests of fund members and former
members.
n
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UNCLAIMED BENEFITS

Pay back
the money
If the UBFs could, they would. But often they can’t, so they don’t.
Londiwe Buthelezi looks at the extent of the problem that causes
billions of rand not to reach millions of beneficiaries.

S

ome R20bn is sitting in unclaimed benefit
funds (UBFs) that report to the Financial
Servies Board. There they will await
apportionment and distribution to about
3,5m former members of retirement funds until
the beneficiaries can themselves step forward with
claims they can prove, or the funds can succeed in
finding them. Many beneficiaries and dependents
will never receive their due.
For a fuller picture of the plight afflicting
even more workers, mainly impoverished and
unsophisticated, add to this R20bn the Guardian’s
Fund administered by the Master of the High Court
(see box).
Such formidable unclaimed-benefit amounts
illustrate poor keeping of member records in
retirement funds and muted outcomes in tracing of
their beneficiaries. The fault for outdated contact
details might lie as much with members themselves
as with employers and administrators, creating

Weil . . . difficult areas
hurdles and causing costs that frustrate attempts at
reaching those to whom the money belongs.
According to FSB estimates for retirement funds
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WHO GUARDS THE GUARDIANS?

reporting to it, unclaimed benefits have steadily
increased since 2008 when funds became required
to retain the unclaimed benefits in UBFs until
beneficiaries are found. Prior to 2007, the benefits
could be returned to the fund if they remained
unclaimed, to be paid if and when beneficiaries
came forward.

N

ow that funds must retain unclaimed benefits
indefinitely, more benefits remain in their
UBFs than previously. So, instead of the unclaimed
benefits going back to top up a fund for members
whose contact details are accurate, they lie in wait

for former members whose contact details are
obscure.
Sean Rossouw, chief executive of tracing agency
The Data Factory/TDF Fund Administrators,
challenges the FSB estimate of R20bn. He believes
the figure to be more like R30bn, and even this
to be conservative as it excludes surpluses for
apportionment: “A large number of funds default
in submitting reports to the FSB. Amongst
those that have reported, some did not calculate
their surpluses. So they’re not yet deemed to be
unclaimed.”
ICTS Tracing Services’ experience is that,
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HOW IT’S DONE

Gould . . . serious commitment
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on average, 40% of the former retirement fund
members it’s asked to find are not contactable.
While in the past unclaimed benefits were mainly
associated with mine and migrant workers, these
days a significant number of white-collar workers
also have monies sitting in UBFs.
“Some of these people might be entitled to
surpluses they never knew about and some people
might have moved to another country,” explains
ICTS managing director David Weil. “Submission
of documents and payments are often problematic.
Sometimes it’s simply a question of poor data. For
example, we might not even have a date of birth to
assist with a person’s identification.”
Tracing is usually on a no-success-no-fee basis.

“Some of these
people might be
entitled to surpluses
they never knew
about and some
people might have
moved to another
country,” explains
ICTS managing
director David Weil.
The most common service is “desktop tracing”.
This is where a tracer, contracted by a fund or its
administrator, runs beneficiary details through
its database which is broader than those of credit
bureaux. Leads are followed up in a call centre.
This basic service, says Weil, could cost between
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R150 and R175 per successful trace. It excludes the
collection and processing of documents. Rossouw
puts the average fee at closer to R200.
On its website, TDF offers a “free” registration
service to people who want to check whether they
have unclaimed benefits. But this only checks against
its internal database. If a person’s details match a
potential unclaimed benefit, TDF then assists with
the required documentation to claim the monies. The
tracing fee is levied directly to the fund (which might
recoup it from the benefit eventually paid).

T

he most resource-intensive tracing service is
forensic, worked in conjunction with police,
schools, unions, community and tribal leaders.
The value of the individual’s benefit, nature of the
unclaimed benefit and the amount allocated by the
fund for tracing purposes are amongst criteria that
can determine the service used.
Freelancer Abie Nyalunga admits that physical
tracing is “a costly exercise”. However, he argues
that it yields a higher success rate as it can trace up
to 80% of potential beneficiaries when adequate
resources and infrastructure are deployed:
“Compared with the amounts due to beneficiaries,
the poverty and high unemployment rates amongst
them make it worth every penny.”

A

lso charging on a ‘no success, no pay’ basis,
he points to different categories and rates
depending on fund reguirements. Fees can range
from R350, for establishig a member’s contact
details, to R1 250 for compiling all documents on
nominated beneficiaries and death benefits. In
rural areas, for instance, he’d work with traditional
leaders to recruit tracers from their villages.
To make tracing more cost-efficient, FSB deputy
pensions registrar Rosemary Hunter is exploring
the possibility of a central database where people
can search for potential unclaimed benefits. She
also suggests that funds administrators look more
intensely at social media to advertise unclaimed
benefits and trace beneficiaries.
n
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BECAUSE WE GET UP AND
DO THE RIGHT THINGS RIGHT,
DAY AFTER DAY,
OUR CLIENTS
SLEEP BETTER,
NIGHT AFTER NIGHT.
Top quartile 10 year performance:
Prudential Equity Fund
Prudential Dividend Maximiser Fund
Prudential Balanced Fund
Prudential Inflation Plus Fund
Prudential Global High Yield Bond FoF
Source: Morningstar

For more information speak to your Financial Adviser,
contact our Client Services on 0860 105 775 or visit:
prudential.co.za

Source: Morningstar data for periods ending 30 April 2015 in the relevant ASISA categories. Prudential Portfolio Managers Unit Trusts Ltd (Registration number: 1999/0524/06) is an approved
CISCA management company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved discretionary Financial Services Provider (#45199).
Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts) are generally medium to long-term investments. The value of participatory interest (units) may go down as well as up. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to the future and the Manager provides no capital or return guarantees. Unit trust prices are calculated on a net asset value basis, which for money market funds is the total
book value of all assets in the portfolio divided by the number of units in issue. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may also be the cause of the value of underlying international
investments going up or down Unit trusts can engage in borrowing and scrip lending Unit trusts are traded at ruling prices. Commissions and incentives may be paid and if so, would be
included in the overall costs. Different classes of units apply to the Prudential Collective Investment Scheme Funds and are subject to different fees and charges. A detailed schedule of fees
and charges and maximum commissions is available on request from the company. Forward pricing is used. All of the unit trusts may be capped at any time in order for them to be managed
in accordance with their mandates. Performance figures are sourced from Morningstar and are based on lump sum investments using NAV prices with gross income reinvested. Purchase and
repurchase requests must be received by the Manager by 13h30 (11h30 for Money Market and 10h30 for Dividend Income Funds) SA time each business day. All online purchase and repurchase
transactions must be received by the Manager by 10h30 (for all Funds) SA time each business day. General market performance data may have been provided for illustrative and explanatory
purposes. This information is not intended to constitute the basis for any specific investment decision. Investors are advised to familiarize themselves with the unique risks pertaining to their
investment choices and should seek the advice of a properly qualified financial consultant or adviser before investing.
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LEGAL DISPUTE

Be that as it “may”
Or is it “shall”? On the interpretation of such
simple words can turn fortunes to
top up pension funds for the benefit of former members.
Before they celebrate, they’ll have to be traced.

I

t looks unnecessarily cumbersome and
costly for the liquidator of a retirement fund
to institute litigation against National Treasury
and Financial Services Board over a ministerial
regulation, arguably confused, that the FSB must
enforce.
Had the proceedings been launched while the
liquidator was still the curator, it would certainly
have been possible for the Pension Funds Registrar
to control his actions under s5 of the Financial
Institutions (Protection of Funds) Act. However, it’s
less certain that the registrar has these same control
powers over a liquidator although he must still report
to the FSB.
Whether curator or liquidator, he would have
common cause with the FSB in their basic duty to
protect the interests of pension funds’ members and
former members. It would surely have been preferable
then to resolve the matter in one-on-one discussion,
abetted by senior counsel opinion if need be, than to
face one another in court and evoke the legal costs that
will accumulate for both the FSB and the fund.
In this instance, the litigation has been launched
by Tony Mostert as liquidator of the Picbel Group
provident fund. Even should the FSB and National

Treasury ultimately not oppose Mostert’s application
to court, fees would already have been incurred by the
preparations for trial.
Unknown at this stage is why National Treasury
and the FSB might want to stand in the way of funds
being topped up, for the benefit of former members,
by the apportionment to them of moneys due to
others who’re untraceable. Former members who’re
contactable would be able to get more, and those
who’re uncontactable would get nothing anyway.
But uncontactable after how long? And after what
reasonable effort, applied and interpreted by whom, to
make contact?
A regulation under the Pension Funds Act is
the focus of the dispute. If concluded in Mostert’s
favour, it can potentially release billions of rand in
unclaimed benefits to members and former members
of retirement funds. This will depend on the precedent
that a judgment might set for other funds generally.
The defined-benefit Picbel fund is one of several,
subjected to surplus strips, of which Mostert has been
or is the curator.
But the prospect of widespread consequences, in
terms of windfalls, could be more theoretical than
real. This is because of practical deficiencies in the
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distribution of unclaimed benefits (see other articles
in this TT edition).
On the narrow issue of the regulation issued some
years ago by the Minister of Finance, it’s evident that
FSB deputy pensions registrar Rosemary Hunter
agrees with the arguments that Mostert has advanced.
In fact, as a lawyer in private practice before her FSB
appointment, she’s advanced them herself.

I

n the textbook ‘The Pension Funds Act: A
Commentary’, published in 2010, Hunter and her
co-authors discussed this contentious Regulation 35(4)
at some length. In part: “A board (of trustees) that was
able to calculate minimum benefit top-ups for certain
former members, but was unable to trace them...(was)
not obliged (notwithstanding the minister’s purported
regulation to the contrary) to make provision for
their claims in respect of such top-ups and shares of
residual surplus allocated to them.”
Then she noted that the minister (of finance) had
sought by regulation to prevent a board of trustees
from releasing in the future those moneys from a
fund’s special-purpose contingency reserve account*.
In the regulation he sought to compel trustee boards
to make provisions other than on payments:
u To former members for whom provision was made
in the account;
u Of moneys to the Guardian’s Fund;
u Of moneys to a fund ‘established by law’ to hold
unclaimed benefits.

“E

ven that part of Reg 35(4) is inconsistent with
the Pension Funds Act and thus ultra vires the
powers of the minister in terms of s36 (of the Act),”
she argued. “A regulation which purports to fetter
discretion explicitly granted to a board (in terms of the
Act) is certainly inconsistent with it. So is a regulation
which purports to require funds to freeze some of
their assets in circumstances in which it is highly
unlikely that those for whom they were intended will
ever be located and thus highly unlikely that they will
ever be used in fulfilment of the objects of the Act.”
While the regulation is in force, the FSB is

obviously obliged to comply with it. Meanwhile,
the FSB has conducted a “thematic review” of how
business is conducted by unclaimed-benefit funds.
One conclusion is that the boards of these funds are
“too passive”, Hunter told the recent Pension Lawyers
Association annual conference: “We need more
effective measures to trace and pay beneficiaries.” n
• A contingency reserve is an account in a pension
fund representing unclaimed benefits, either to be
held in the fund or transferred to a special-purpose
unclaimed benefits fund. The UBF is a separate legal
entity. These funds are mostly established by the
pension fund’s administrator. UBFs attract fees for both
administration and asset management. Trustees are
usually appointed by the administrator.
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TRADE UNIONS

History lesson
To understand the present, and come to grips with the future,
get a handle on the past. It shows a will for unions to become
more actively and constructively involved in pension funds.

“L

abour has dropped the ball on trustee
training.” When those outside the union
movement say it, they risk being accused
of union bashing. But when somebody with deep
credentials within the movement says it, stop to
think.
Eddie Webster, a professor emeritus at Wits
where for years he headed the Society, Work &
Development Institute and serves now as director
of the Chris Hani Institute in Cosatu House, made
the frank admission when addressing this year’s
conference of the Pension Lawyers Association.
Take it not so much as an admission of past failure,
begging analysis as to why the ball was dropped, as
a challenge for the future into whether the unions
might still pick up the ball and run with it.
The manner in which it’s addressed has
implications. They range from the role of unions
in the governance of pension funds to the clout
of “organised labour” (latterly an oxymoron) in
negotiations at Nedlac over retirement-fund reform
(TT Dec ’14-Feb ’15).
It has additional modern-day impact. Particularly
to the fore are the initiatives of the ANC in Gauteng
to promote retirement funds as shareholder
activists (see elsewhere in this TT edition) and the
“codetermination” principle (now opposed by some

significant unions) that the Cosatu of old successfully
motivated almost two decades ago for member
representation on the boards of retirement funds to
be statutory under the Pension Funds Act.

Take it not so much as an
admission of past failure,
begging analysis as to
why the ball was dropped,
as a challenge for the
future into whether the
unions might still pick up
the ball and run with it.
By coincidence, Webster’s address to the
conference was immediately followed by a panel
discussion in which the Financial Services Board
detailed the extensive training requirements for
trustees to be considered “fit and proper”. Heard in
isolation, they sound well and good.
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arguments. Take his conclusions as you will, but
consider them:
u The door is open for “workers’ pension power”,
but labour and shareholders seem reluctant to
walk through it;
u There is opportunity, by assertion of this power,
to address persisting inequalities and to address
labour’s demands for radical redistribution.

E

Webster . . . open door

H

eard in the context of what Webster had
outlined, the proposals made mandatory will
go down with unions as a lead balloon so long as a
perceived effect is exclusion of their representatives.
After all, when union-elected trustees must undergo
years of training only to be replaced on boards after
three years – getting no pay beyond their day jobs for
the extra time and attracting personal liability into
the bargain – the inducements to become a trustee
are hardly overwhelming.
As an academic, Webster set out to show how the
past continues to shape the present. So rare is this
perspective on public platforms that his presentation
was valuable, not least for the stimulation of his

stablishment of Cosatu in 1985, he pointed
out, was a “strategic compromise” between two
broad traditions in the labour movement. On the
one hand there were the post-1973 shopfloor-based
independent unions; on the other there were those
allied to the ANC and the SA Communist Party in
the notion of a ‘national democratic revolution’.
“These remain at the core of current divisions in
the labour movement,” he observes.
Although significant gains had been made by
labour through this alliance, since introduction by
the ANC government of the Growth, Employment
& Redistribution strategy in 1996, it has been an
unhappy marriage. Divorce seemed unthinkable
until the National Union of Metalworkers withdrew
in 2013 prior to its expulsion in 2014. (Divisions
were accentuated by the expulsion of Cosatu general
secretary Zwelinzima Vavi earlier this year.)
Previously, Cosatu had played a leading role in
shaping the transition to democracy. Examples are
the creation of the Commission for Conciliation,
Mediation & Arbitration (CCMA) and the National
Economic Development & Labour Council (Nedlac)
to promote social dialogue.

A

lso, key post-apartheid leaders came from the
labour movement. In fact, the three secretary
generals of the ANC had been secretary generals of
the National Union of Mineworkers. (They include
Cyril Ramaphosa, now the SA deputy president.)
As far back as the early 1980s, Webster recalled,
“pension power” had become an industrial-relations
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issue. Black unions had established provident funds
that had allowed for members to exit with their
money before retirement. When the apartheid
government proposed that black workers withdraw
only on retirement, strikes broke out and government
scrapped its proposal. (An unintended consequence
was the widespread shift from defined-benefit to
defined-contribution retirement funds.)
Amongst the reasons for union resistance was
that, in the absence of adequate wages, money in
the funds should be available to workers when they
needed it. At the same time, unions began to win the
right for representation on the boards of retirement
funds. The idea began to grow that “union trustees”
could influence funds to invest in ways that were
“socially responsible” e.g. housing finance for their
members.

Heated debate ensued on
whether union trustees
and shareholder activism
would encourage sound
investment practices.
Heated debate ensued on whether union trustees
and shareholder activism would encourage sound
investment practices. Formation in 1992 of the
Community Growth Fund, to invest workers’
savings in companies that complied with sociallyresponsible criteria, triggered strong criticism from
many unionists that participation was “tantamount to
managing capitalism”.
Ramaphosa, however, was amongst the union
leaders who supported the CGF initiative. By early
2007, investment in the CGF had reached R2,5bn.
But the CGF novelty wore off, Webster contends,
when government introduced employment equity
and black economic empowerment. Some unions
broke ranks as an alternative strategy started to

emerge in the form of union investment companies
(e.g. the Mineworkers Investment Company and
Hosken Consolidated Investments): “This was part
of a broader Cosatu failure to realise the potential of
workers’ pension power.”

T

hese days, according to Webster, holding out
for a National Social Security Fund is more
valuable than a reformed pension sector. In spite of
15,8m people on social grants, at a total annual cost
of R118bn, SA does not have a comprehensive system
of social security, and government is committed to a
“social floor” for all citizens.
‘Decent employment’, he suggests, is the best form
of social protection and social security: “Pension
reform is now being developed in an incremental and
strategic way, with the long-term goal of developing a
comprehensive social security system.”
To make this path politically feasible and
economically sustainable, says Webster, retirement
funds have a crucial role to play in encouraging
shareholder activism that is vigorous and informed.
He quotes colleague Roger Southall: “Such an agenda
implies that Cosatu must engage more actively and
more innovatively in the running of SA capitalism.
Cosatu and its trade unions are already involved in
the running of investment arms and the allocation of
high-value contracts to suppliers. What matters now
is the specification of the principles and practices
which should guide it.”
Producing updated research which shows that
worker attitudes to nationalisation, regulation,
privatisation and profit participation have basically
remained unchanged since 1992, he believes that the
opportunity now exists for labour’s redistribution
demands to be addressed. There’s an open door for
retirement funds to engage more actively on sociallyresponsible investment.
An essential step, Webster insists, is that unions
provide training to trustees and union leadership
on pension matters. Note the implication that it’s
for the unions themselves – not government, not
the regulator, not service providers who try their
utmost-- to take the initiative.
High time that they did.
n
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SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM

Government should lead
Instead, suggests Duma Gqubule*, an ANC provincial body is taking
the transformation initiative for pension funds.

T

he ANC in Gauteng is trying to add content,
which has been lacking, to the ruling party’s
repeated calls for radical economic transformation.
It proposes that the retirement industry plays a more activist
role in changing the structure of the economy to increase
black ownership and steer investments towards projects
that will have more impact on the lives of ordinary South
Africans (TT March-May).
For at least a decade, the ANC has pronounced its
desire for SA to become a “developmental state” – a
term used to explain the extraordinary economic
growth of the Asian Tigers. A defining feature has been
state control and influence over the financial sector,
which was kept on a short leash and made to serve
numerous developmental objectives.
This was based on a view that the financial sector,
left to its own devices, would allocate capital towards
unproductive investments. But the SA government has
lacked the political will to promote a real developmental
state, although it has some influence in the financial
sector. It remains to be seen how the ANC Gauteng’s
proposals will be implemented.
In a discussion document released ahead of its
provincial conference last October, the ANC in Gauteng
lamented that the apartheid economic structure was still
intact after 20 years of democracy and freedom. The
document said two issues that required urgent attention
were ownership and control of the means of production.
It noted that the “commanding heights of the
economy” were still owned by a white male minority.
“Black ownership of the JSE is a meagre 3%, with

this ownership unfortunately encumbered by debt,”
the document said. Whilst this was a matter of grave
concern, there was a need for a deeper analysis of
ownership. The document said retirement assets were
worth about R3 trillion and accounted for the largest
pool of capital in SA.
“It is estimated that retirement funds own at
least 30% of the companies listed on the JSE. If
transformation is to be taken forward in a significant
way, this group of shareholders will need to become
active and utilise their strength to accelerate
transformation of the JSE,” the proposal (now provincial
policy) continued. “Given this context and the call for
radical economic transformation as envisaged through
nationalisation from other quarters, it should not be
far-fetched to state that, through retirement funds, ‘the
people already share in the country’s wealth’. The only
challenge is that they are not directing the means of
production by actively engaging and being represented
at governance levels of companies.”

I

n an interview with TT, published in the most recent
edition, ANC Gauteng chairPaul Mashatile said
retirement funds have millions of black members:
“They have rights as shareholders, and by exercising
those rights they can influence the ways that their
money is invested. Their investments should help
support the development agenda, not golf resorts and
similar projects that do not benefit workers. It’s wrong
that ordinary workers contribute to retirement funds
merely to find that their monies are invested in projects
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that don’t meaningfully change their lives.”
Most South Africans would agree that financial
institutions should invest less in the endless shopping
malls in wealthy neighbourhoods and luxury
residential resorts, rather to focus more of effort on
identifying profitable developmental projects that
create employment. Government has the power to lead
transformation of the retirement industry.
A report by 27Four Investment Managers estimated
that the SA investment and savings industry was worth
R6,5 trillion in September 2014. At end-December
2014, the JSE had a market capitalisation of R11
trillion. This suggests that other investors, significantly
foreigners, then held shares worth R3,5 trillion or 32%
of the JSE’s market capitalisation.
According to the latest annual report of the
Pension Funds Registrar, retirement funds had assets
of R3,21 trillion at end-December 2013 of which the
Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF) alone
represented R1,26 trillion. The report also put the top

22 public sector funds at R1,61 trillion (including the
GEPF), or roughly 50% of total retirement-fund assets.
Since a substantial portion of these assets is invested
on the JSE, it is likely that public-sector pension funds
already own some 10% of JSE-listed assets. The GEPF
would then account for 39% of industry assets.
The 2014 GEPF annual report showed that it held
significant investments in financial services companies.
These included 10% of Old Mutual, 14% of Sanlam,
13% of Standard Bank and 8% of FirstRand.
If it seriously wants industry transformation, along
the lines suggested by the ANC in Gauteng for more
activist shareholders, government is in strong position
first to use its influence over the public-sector funds.
Then it will also provide leadership for stakeholders as
a whole.
n
* Gqubule is founder of Kio Advisory Services, a consultancy
on issues related to economic transformation, and was
formerly a board member of Cosatu research body Naledi.
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LETTERS
Contradictions abound
An undertone of political interventions
contrasts with trustees’ primary duty.

C

ongratulations on the tenth anniversary of
Today’s Trustee. I enjoy reading every edition
with all the relevant topics and lighter stories.
In the latest edition (TT March-May) you have
touched upon three matters to which I refer with
comment:

First, on page five you quote the views that a

previous Minister of Finance (Trevor Manuel)
expressed 10 years ago on the role of trustees. He
mentioned the need for trustees “ . . . to stand up for
the rights of members and to protect their savings in
the face of sharp finance talk”.
Absolutely correct. But, unfortunately, one year
later this same Minister introduced a tax on certain
incomes of pension and provident funds that cost
them R52bn in the 10 years to 2006 when this ruling,
thankfully, was abolished.
The tax was effectively a tax on savings. More
than this R52bn, I calculated the amount of income
foregone as a result of the taxes paid. Conservatively,
this looks to be a staggering R68bn. Thus, the Minister
did harm to the pension fund industry to the tune of
R120bn. So this lost R120bn is money on which the

industry could have earned income for its members
even today.

Second, I agree with the then Minister as quoted:

“Trustees should stand up to protect the interest of
members”. After all, they are the trustees of trust funds.
This brings me to the article “Transformation from the
top”, on page 10, containing views of the ANC Gauteng
on the role of pension funds as shareholders in JSElisted companies.
I regard these views as extremely problematic. In
fact, they contrast with the view that trustees should
stand up to protect the rights of members and to
protect their savings. I sometimes get the impression
that certain people believe that there is a lot of “idle
money” around in pension funds to be used for all
kinds of other purposes.
Many of the issues raised are in the ambit of
government. Pension funds can only assist in so far
as they might invest in government bonds and other
paper issued by institutions such as Eskom, provided
the pension funds can obtain competitive marketrelated returns that reflect the risks involved.
Further, in this article ANC Gauteng chair Paul
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Mashatile remarked: “We’d also expect the directors to
report back on how they address workers’ pay. They
must be held accountable for policies that worsen
inequalities.” Really?
If “workers” do not respect the forces of supply and
demand in the labour market, and if wage increases
are not aligned to labour productivity improvements,
unemployment will stay high and increase.
Inequalities in income will therefore rise further. After
all, an unemployed person has no income.
According to the latest information published in
the SA Reserve Bank’s Quarterly Economic Bulletin,
nominal labour costs increased in the period 2000 to
the third quarter of 2014 by 276,5%. Over this period,
labour productivity fell by 14,1% while the consumer
price index rose by 122,3%.
The ANC in Gauteng should say whether it expects
boards of JSE-listed companies to comprise directors

who are capable, well trained and experienced. In my
view, directors must be elected on their capabilities,
honesty and integrity to oversee the investments of
pension funds. Otherwise we’ll land up with more
disasters such as those now experienced at Eskom.

Third is your article at page 30, headed “A loud

silence”, which refers to pensioners’ money invested by
the GEPF/PIC in Independent News & Media SA. My
arguments above, on the issue of sound investments,
are relevant here too.
We should also address the GEPF/PIC investment
in Camac shares. At time of writing, the last sale was
at R6 and the last bid was at R4,50. There is practically
no liquidity. What was initially paid, and what were
the reasons, for this highly speculative investment?
– Adam Jacobs, Clubview (via e-mail).
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GRAVY
W

hat’s this with principal
executive officers of the
Government Employees Pension
Fund that they keep changing? It
seems that there’s a new acting PEO at
the GEPF.
I say “it seems” because the GEPF
hasn’t announced it to members or
the public, let alone explain why it’s
happened. To find out that there’s a
new appointment at all, you’d need to
know what to look for in burrowing
through the GEPF website. There
you’ll find that the new acting PEO is
Abel Sithole.
He succeeds acting PEO
Joelene Moodley who filled the
position when PEO John Oliphant
(subsequently dismissed) was
suspended around 18 months ago.
Unlike the situation with Oliphant
– when the GEPF did provide the
public with some information,
although it continues to ignore
TT requests for more information
under the Promotion of Access to
Information Act – not even this
paucity is available in respect of
Moodley. Apparently, she’s gone.
So much for this great institution
demanding transparency from others.
Incidentally, Sithole also chairs
the Financial Services Board. Just as
well that the GEPF doesn’t fall under
the Pension Funds Act, supervised by
the FSB, or there might have been a
little conflict of interest.
uuuuu

O

n the subject of websites, I
waited with high expectations
for the launch of the FSB’s new one
that had been promised. Came the
scheduled date and the new remains
disappointingly similar to the old.
For example, hit the button
for curators’ reports and the same
obsolete stuff pops up. All there is on
the Saccawu national provident fund,
which has been under curatorship
since 2002, is an FSB press release
issued in 2012.
The liquidator’s report on another
fund, which I wanted to find, is
somewhere there. But to access it
you have to log in. Hit the button to
ask how, and an auto reply comes
back that an answer can be expected
within three working days. A few
weeks on and still there’s no answer.
So much for this great institution
demanding accountability from others.

privately held company....”
However, the PIC isn’t exactly
using privately-held money. So much
for this great institution....
uuuuu
hodes has fallen. Now see what’s
happening with Americans’
favourite lady, donated by evil French
colonialists:

R

uuuuu
etter to a love-advice columnist:
My husband is a liar and a
uuuuu
nd so we move on to the Public cheat. He has cheated on me from the
Investment Corporation whose beginning. What’s worse, everybody
curious investment in Independent
knows it. It is so humiliating. Also,
News & Media SA was queried (TT
when he lost his job 14 years ago, he
March-May). Asked for the second
hasn’t even looked for a new one. All
time to explain its decision – again
he does all day is smoke cigars and
under the Promotion of Access to
cruise around with his friends while
Information Act – the PIC eventually I’m left to pay the bills. What should
replied:
I do?
“The PIC is of the view that the
The columnist replied:
questions raised touch on company
Grow up and dump him! You don’t
confidential information and that it
need him anymore! Good grief,
will be imprudent to discuss these
woman, you’re running for president
through the media. INMSA is a
of the United States!
n
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